Multiplex profiling of peritoneal metastases from gastric adenocarcinoma identified novel targets and molecular subtypes that predict treatment response
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Objective Peritoneal carcinomatosis (PC) occurs frequently in patients with gastric adenocarcinoma (GAC) and confers a poor prognosis. Multiplex profiling of primary GACs has been insightful but the underpinnings of PC’s development/progression remain largely unknown. We characterised exome/transcriptome immune landscapes of PC cells from patients with GAC aiming to identify novel therapeutic targets.

Design We performed whole-exome sequencing (WES) and whole transcriptome sequencing (RNA-seq) on 44 PC specimens (43 patients with PC) including an integrative analysis of WES, RNA-seq, immune profile, clinical and pathological phenotypes to dissect the molecular pathogenesis, identifying actionable targets and/or biomarkers and comparison with TCGA primary GACs.

Results We identified distinct alterations in PC versus primary GACs, such as more frequent CDH1 and TAF1 mutations, 6q loss and chr19 gain. Alterations associated with aggressive PC phenotypes emerged with increased mutations in TPS3, CDH1, TAF1 and KMT2C, higher level of ‘clock-like’ mutational signature, increase in whole-genome doublings, chromosomal instability (particularly, copy number losses), reprogrammed microenvironment, enriched cell cycle pathways, MYC activation and impaired immune response. Integrated analysis identified two main molecular subtypes: ‘mesenchymal-like’ and ‘epithelial-like’ with discriminating response to chemotherapy (31% vs 71%). Patients with the less responsive ‘mesenchymal-like’ subtype had high expression of immune checkpoint T-Cell Immunoglobulin And Mucin Domain-Containing Protein 3 (TIM-3), its ligand galectin-9, V-domain Ig suppressor of T cell activation (VISTA) and transforming growth factor-β as potential therapeutic immune targets.

Conclusions We have uncovered the unique mutational landscape, copy number alteration and gene expression profile of PC cells and defined PC molecular subtypes, which correlated with PC therapy resistance/response. Novel targets and immune checkpoint proteins have been identified with a potential to be translated into clinics.

INTRODUCTION
Gastric adenocarcinoma (GAC) imposes a significant global health burden1,2 and is frequently diagnosed in advanced stages with peritoneal carcinomatosis (PC) being a frequent site of metastasis.3 Patients with PC have a short overall survival, overwhelming symptoms, but limited and transiently palliative treatments.4 Patients are treated empirically and PC is often resistant to therapy, prompting an urgent clinical need to molecularly interrogate PC. However, our current knowledge of molecular or genomic makeup of PC is predominately limited as TCGA and other similar analyses were carried out only on the primary GACs.5,6 It would be important to characterise GAC cells that migrate to populate the peritoneal cavity to form PC. A detailed genomics/transcriptomicimmune characterisation of PC could shed light on the driver alterations that promote PC development and progression.

GAC is highly heterogeneous, both phenotypically and genotypically. It can be classified morphologically into two major types: the diffuse and intestinal types.3 The diffuse-type GACs are histologically poorly differentiated and characterised by the presence of either isolated single tumour cells or small clusters of tumour cells in a rich fibrous stroma. Diffuse-type GAC is clinically aggressive and more frequently leads to PC than does the intestinal type.6,7 The presence of signet-ring cells (SRC) where the nucleus is pushed towards the cell wall by excessive cytoplasmic mucin is an established indicator of poor prognosis and resistance to therapy.8,9 Based on TCGA molecular classification of GACs,6 the diffuse-type maps to genomically stable genotype
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Significance of this study

What is already known on this subject?

- Gastric adenocarcinoma (GAC) is rampant around the world. GAC is often diagnosed in advanced stages and peritoneal carcinomatosis (PC; malignant ascites or cells from implants) is common in patients with GAC affecting 45% of the population during the course of GAC.
- Patients with PC have a very poor outcome with the current treatment options.
- Although some genomic/transcriptomic profiles of primary GACs have been reported and characterised, the underlying molecular landscape of PC remains a mystery.

What are the new findings?

- In this study, we sequenced whole exome and transcriptome of PC cells from 43 patients with GAC and performed integrative analyses to include clinical and histopathological data.
- The significant new findings of our study included:
  - Identification of shared genomic alterations between primary GACs and PCs and demonstration of distinct genomic alterations in PC versus primary GACs, such as increased frequency of CDH1, TAF1 mutations in PC; increased proportion of ‘clock-like’ mutational signature and decreased levels of signatures associated with defective DNA mismatch repair and POLE mutations, and increased frequency of 6q loss and chromosome 19 gain.
  - Demonstration of the clonal and subclonal genomic architecture of PC, which revealed the complexity of intratumour heterogeneity: we identified four distinct clonal patterns.
  - Discovery of novel genomic and transcriptomic features that are associated with aggressive PC phenotypes, including higher frequency of TP53, CDH1, TAF1 and KMT2C mutations, increased proportion of ‘clock-like’ mutational signature, increase in whole-genome doubling events, and chromosomal instability, particularly copy number losses, reprogrammed PC microenvironment (tumour and immune cell contents and composition), enriched signalling pathways related to cell cycle, MYC activation and impaired immune response among others.
  - Immune profiling separated PC specimens into two main groups, the T-cell ‘exclusive’ and T-cell ‘exhausted’ subtypes.
  - The T-cell ‘exhausted’ subtype showed high levels of immune checkpoint TIM-3, its ligand galectin-9, VISTA and transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β1), while other classical checkpoints were low, suggesting potential therapeutic immune targets.
  - Defining novel molecular subtypes by integrative clustering of the genomic/transcriptomic/immune features, the ‘mesenchymal-like’ and ‘epithelial-like’ subtypes and demonstrated that the ‘mesenchymal-like’ subtype was associated with resistance to post-PC therapy (31% vs 71% compared with epithelial subtypes), while no association was observed between the traditional histopathology-based subtypes and therapy response.
  - Thus, molecular classification may be more meaningful for stratification of PCs for therapy decisions.

How might it impact on clinical practice in the foreseeable future?

- Our results establish the molecular foundation for PC pathogenesis and progression and provide rationale for developing clinical trials with novel targeted agents and/or novel immune checkpoint inhibitors.
- Our molecular classification may be more meaningful for stratification of PCs for therapy decisions and suggests that the less responsive ‘mesenchymal-like’ subtype exhibited T-cell exhaustion phenotype, with high expression of TIM-3, galectin-9, VISTA and TGF-β1, which could be targeted by immunotherapy.

(MS), and the intestinal type can represent one of the three other genotypes: microsatellite instable (MSI), EBV+ and chromosomally instable (CIN). The MSI and EBV-related GACs often have an increased level of immune infiltration (have longer survival), considered more amenable to immune modulations. These two subtypes are rarely represented in patients with advanced GAC.
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total RNAs were isolated using the miRNasy Mini Kit (Qiagen) following the manufacturer’s instructions. Only samples passed sample intake quality check (gDNA: >200 ng; total RNA: RNA integrity number >7) were further processed for DNA and RNA-seq respectively.

More detailed materials and methods can be found in online supplementary materials.

RESULTS

Patient characteristics

Specimens were collected from consented patients with GAC (including those with PC) who required a therapeutic procedure. All specimens were cytologically confirmed as having adenocarcinoma cells (PC) from unique 43 patients with GAC (44 samples). The clinical characteristics are shown in the online supplementary table 1. Among these 43 patients, blood for gDNA was collected from 15 patients. Among these, 8 had intestinal phenotype and 30 had diffuse phenotype by the Lauren classification.16 Eighteen had SRC, and others did not (non signet ring (NOS)). The tumour cell percentage in PC samples ranged from 5% to 95%; considerable variations in PC cell purity are known. H&E and epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM)/CD45 immunofluorescence staining were used to distinguish tumour and immune cell compartments, respectively (online supplementary figure 1).

Somatic mutations and signatures of PC cells varied by histology and location of the primary GAC

WES was performed on the genomic DNA of 34 PC specimens and 15 matched gDNA specimens. A mean of 134 non-synonymous mutations (range: 0–353) per case were identified, corresponding to 2.7 non-synonymous mutations per megabase (Mb) of the targeted DNA. The mutation frequencies varied slightly by phenotypes (online supplementary figure S2A). The overall median frequency was similar to TCGA primary GACs5 and oesophageal adenocarcinoma,17 but there was no MSI in any PC specimen.

The most frequently altered genes in PC cells were TP53 then CDH1 altered at 41% and 26%, respectively (figure 1A). The frequency of TP53 mutation was similar to that in primary TCGA GACs while CDH1 was mutated at a much higher frequency in PC cells (26% vs 9%, figure 1B). Eight out of nine somatic mutations identified in CDH1 were either truncating or predicted to be deleterious missense by multiple algorithms (see ‘Materials and methods’ section), in the cadherin domain, suggesting potential loss-of-function. Notably, mutations of CDH1 were exclusively in tumours with the diffuse phenotype and were 2.5× more frequent in those with the SRC phenotype (figure 1C).

Other recurrently altered genes (>10%) included KMT2C, MLH1, SMAD4, GNAS, CDKN2A, RPL5, TAF1, CREBBP, MAP2K4, SETD2 and PTEN (figure 1A). Recurrent loss of heterozygosity was observed in MLH1, SMAD4, PTEN, CDKN2A, KMT2C and SETD2. Mutations of GNAS were more frequently seen in intestinal phenotype. Mutations in TAF1 and KMT2C were exclusive in diffuse phenotype and were twice more frequent in SRC versus NOS (figure 1C). The frequency of KMT2C mutation was similar to that of TCGA primary GACs, while TAF1 and RPL5 were mutated more frequently in PC specimens (figure 1B). Both RPL5 and TAF1 are PanCancer driver genes.18 RPL5 suppresses c-MYC expression through RNA-induced silencing complex for degradation.19 TAF1 encodes a transcription initiation factor that phosphorylates TP53 during G1 cell cycle progression20 and involves in apoptosis induction and cell cycle regulation. In PC, TAF1 mutations were either truncating or predicted to be functionally deleterious and they co-existed either with mutations in TP53 or CDH1 and all TAF1 mutations identified were clonal, suggesting that TAF1 mutation may confer additional selective advantages to TP53/CDH1-mutant cancer cells.

The C>T substitutions accounted for nearly 60% of somatic mutations, with transcription-induction mutational strand bias observed across all phenotypes (online supplementary figure S2B). Seven base-substitution signatures in PC specimens (figure 1D) were noted according to the catalogue of somatic mutations in cancer (COSMIC) nomenclature,21 including signature #1 (42%) which is associated with a clock-like mutational process, signature #3 (18%) which is associated with failure of DNA double-strand break-repair by homologous recombination and signature #6 (23%) which is associated with defective DNA mismatch repair (MMR). Compared with TCGA, the fraction of signature #6 was lower in PC specimens (23% vs 36%). In addition, signature #15 (12% in TCGA) and signature #26 (4.6% in TCGA) that are also associated with defective MMR, the signature #10 (4.6%) in TCGA that is associated with somatic hotspot mutations in POLE, were not observed in PC. This was consistent with the absence of MSI and POLE mutations in PC. A higher frequency of signature #1 (42% vs 33%) and presence of signature #3 were observed in PC. The mutational signatures across phenotypes are shown in figure 1E and signature #1 was significantly higher in SRC than in NOS (figure 1F). Signature #1, the ‘clock-like’ mutational signature is higher in cells with a higher turnover rate.22 This is consistent with PC specimens with SRGs.

Increased ploidy and chromosomal instability associated with aggressive phenotype

Most of the PC specimens had ploidy exceeding two (range 2–5), and more than half of them had ploidy exceeding three. The PC specimens with diffuse phenotype (and/or SRC) had a trend towards a higher ploidy than intestinal phenotype (NOS phenotype), notably the SRC phenotype (median 2.3 vs 3.8, p>0.05, Mann-Whitney U test) (figure 2A), same as TCGA with SRC features (median 2.1 vs 3.7, p>0.05) (online supplementary figure S3A). We noted whole-genome doubling (WGD) during PC progression. WGD promotes adaptability and diversity in proliferating cell lineages. The PanCancer aneuploidy analysis demonstrated that tumours with increased ploidy are more prone to additional aneuploidy events.23 Indeed, the phenotypes with high frequency of WGD had a higher degree of aneuploidy in the PC specimens, particularly the events of copy number losses (figure 2B–C).

Frequent copy number alterations (CNAs) included loss of 3 p, chr4, 6q, 9 p, 18q and gain of 7 p, 8q, 17q and chr19, and 20q, with variability across the phenotypes (online supplementary figure S3B). All of them were also observed in TCGA5 but the frequencies of 6q loss and chromosomal 19 gain were much greater in the PC specimens. We compared CNAs across the phenotypes and noted genes located on the aneuploid regions (figure 2B–C). Compared with the intestinal phenotype, the diffuse phenotype had frequent heterozygous deletion of 3 p that encompasses multiple tumour suppressor genes (TSGs) including VHL, MLH1, PBRM1, TGFBR2 and BAP1, 9p24 involving JAK2, CD274 (PD-L1) and PDCD1LG2 (PD-L2), duplication of 20q that encompasses oncogenes SRC and PTK6 and tyrosine kinase SRMS. The SRC phenotype
Figure 1  The landscape of somatic mutations and deciphered mutational signatures of peritoneal carcinomatosis (PC) specimens. (A) Somatic genomic alterations identified in PC specimens. The middle panel shows somatic mutations and gene-level copy number alterations by patient (column) and by gene (row). The histogram on the top shows the number of alterations accumulated on 34 listed genes in each individual sample. The bottom tracks show histopathological characteristics, and the bottom histogram shows the mutational spectral. (B) Comparison of gene mutation frequencies between PC specimens in this study and primary gastric adenocarcinoma (GAC) from The Cancer Genome Atlas GAC cohort (TCGA-STAD).5 (C) Comparison of gene mutation frequencies by histopathological subtypes of PC specimens. The asterisk indicates a statistically significant difference was observed between two different subtypes. *Fisher’s exact test, p<0.05. (D) Decomposition of mutational signatures. All somatic substitutions identified in this study were included to decipher mutational signatures. Bar plots show the identified mutational signatures and their relative contributions to somatic mutations detected in ascites samples (left) and TCGA-STAD (right), respectively. Sig, signature. (E) The deciphered mutational signatures across histopathological subtypes. (F) Increased contribution of signature 1 to the signet-ring cell (SRC) subtype when compared with NOS. P value was calculated by non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test.
Figure 2  Increased ploidy and chromosomal instability in peritoneal carcinomatosis (PC) specimens with advanced stage and aggressive histological phenotypes. (A) Density plot showing the distribution of tumour ploidy by histopathological subtypes. (B, C) Composite of copy number profiles for ascites with diffuse or intestinal (B), signet-ring cell (SRC) or NOS subtypes (C), with gains in red and losses in blue. The regions that showed a difference in the frequency of copy number alterations between two subtypes were shaded in light gray rectangles, and within which the names of cancer-related or biologically important genes are labelled.

had more frequent deletion of 9p and amplification of 20q, compared with NOS. We also noted more frequent deletion of 2p, and 2q involving CASP8, the apoptosis inducing cysteine protease. Except TP53 and CASP8, the mRNA expression levels of other genes mentioned above decreased significantly in the PC specimens with hemizygous deletion of targeted genes compared with those without (online supplementary figure S4). Similarly, expression of SRC, SRMS and PTK6 increased in cases with copy number gain of the target genes versus those without. Co-deletion of JAK2/PD-L1/2 was recurrently reported (~2%) in various tumour types including non-small-cell lung carcinoma, in which JAK2 deficiency impairs interferon (IFN)-stimulated IRF1 expression and major histocompatibility complex class I antigen presentation on cancer
The reason for PD-L1/L2 deletion is unknown, but low PD-L1 expression associated with an unfavourable outcome in ovarian cancer.25

Together, our data suggested unique alterations in diffuse phenotype (and/or SRC) compared with the counterpart and a role of increased ploidy and CIN in driving PC progression.

Clonal and subclonal architecture showed the complexity of intratumoral heterogeneity

SciClone26 was applied to 15 PC specimens that had matched gDNA data to reconstruct the clonal and subclonal architecture. Figure 3A shows four clonality patterns: monoclonal—a single dominant clone, minor subclone—a minor subclone in addition to the dominant clone, biclonal—two clones were detected and finally, complex—more than two clones were detected with a complex feature. The clonality patterns across the phenotypes and the clonal evolution during PC progression need to be investigated in a larger, longitudinal cohort, but our preliminary analysis revealed the complexity of both the inter- and intra-tumoral heterogeneity. We investigated clonality of recurrently mutated genes and found that mutations of TP53, CDH1 and TAF1 were located to the dominant founding clone (figure 3B), suggesting an earlier timing of mutation acquisition in these genes.

Signalling pathways and differentially expressed genes related to aggressiveness and biomarkers

RNA-seq was performed on 39 PC specimens. Among these, 21 had WES data. Unsupervised clustering analysis was performed on RNA-seq data to classify PC specimens based on gene expression profiles. Consensus clustering of the top 1000 most variable genes grouped them into two major clusters (online supplementary figure S5), and the grouping was strongly driven by tumour purity. However, unsupervised clustering of top variable genes, regardless of tumour purity, was still able to distinguish, in large part, the two phenotypes (online supplementary figure S6), suggesting an intrinsic PC characteristics and less due to purity. However, all subsequent analyses of the gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) pathway enrichment and differentially expressed genes (DEGs) were stratified by tumour cell percentage—low, high or combined, respectively and across both phenotypes (figure 4).

Overall, a number of cancer hallmark signalling pathways were nearly universally dysregulated at all levels of comparisons in diffuse phenotype (and/or SRC) compared with intestinal phenotype (NOS) (figure 4A), including marked enrichment of E2F targets, G2/M cell cycle checkpoint, mitotic spindle assembly, MYC targets and glycolysis, and depletion of IFN-α and IFN-γ responses, complement system, inflammatory response and apoptosis. Notably, enrichment of mammalian target of rapamycin complex (mTORC)1 signalling was only observed in the diffuse compared with intestinal phenotype consistent with reports on mTOR pathway in primary GACs, particularly, the phosphorylated mTOR (p-mTOR) was more frequent in diffuse than intestinal phenotype, and overexpression of p-mTOR was associated with aggressive biology.27

The profiles of high-purity and low-purity SRC specimens were different compared with NOS. For example, in the high-purity PC specimens, the activity of hedgehog, tumour necrosis factor via nuclear factor-κB and TGF-β signalling were higher in SRC than in NOS, while it was in the reverse direction in the low-purity specimens.

The DEG analysis suggested that important genes were associated with the phenotypes (figure 4B-D). Briefly, tyrosine kinase SRMS and the gastric lipase (LIPF) genes were dramatically upregulated in the diffuse compared with intestinal phenotype (figure 4B). SRMS has been suggested as a diagnostic biomarker for GAC.28 LIPF encodes an enzyme that digests triglycerides but its oncogenic role is unknown.

Several genes such as MUC5B, REG1A and AQP5 were highly expressed where the primary was located in the stomach than it was at the GE junction (figure 4C). Human mucin gene MUC5B is highly expressed in GACs and cell lines but absent in normal gastric mucosa.29 Aquaporin 5 (AQP5), aputative oncogene, promotes progression and invasion of several cancers including GAC.30 The regeneration protein 1 alpha (REG1A) was reported to regulate cell invasion, apoptosis and viability in GAC through activating PI3K/Akt-GSK3β signalling.31 REG1A expression was related to nodal metastases and played a role in angiogenesis.32 REG1A may be another target to treat PC.

When we compared SRC with NOS, nine genes were differentially expressed and shared between the combined cohort and the high-purity tumours (figure 4D). These genes included CYP2W1 and REG3A. Both were reported to be expressed highly in GACs than in normal tissues.33 34 Overexpression of REG3A accelerated pancreatic cancer growth via a REG3A-JAK2/STAT3 positive feedback loops,33 and promoted aggression in GACs. The upregulated DEGs that were unique to high-purity specimens included FAM83C, a recently identified oncogene in various human cancers.36 REG1A overexpression was only observed in the low-purity SRC versus NOS. Altogether, we identified multiple biomarkers of aggressiveness and targets by the DEG analysis and functional studies are warranted.

Deconvolution of the cellular composition of PC specimens revealed reprogrammed TME

The tumour microenvironment (TME) of PC extends into the asites, which acts as a reservoir for cytokines, growth factors and cellular components that provides a tumour-promoting context. Two deconvolution approaches were applied—CIBERSORT37 to estimate the relative cellular fraction of 22 immune cell types (figure 5A), and MCP-counter38 to produce the absolute abundance scores for eight major immune cell types, endothelial cells and fibroblasts (figure 5B). Unsupervised clustering of both the cellular fractions and the abundance scores grouped the specimens into two major clusters with distinct signatures, and the expression profiles from both approaches agreed in large part with each other.

Among 22 inferred immune cell types by CIBERSORT, the cellular fractions of monocytes and resting memory CD4+ T cells varied across the phenotypes (figure 5C), especially the resting memory CD4+ T cells. A higher fraction of resting memory CD4+ T cells associated with more aggressive phenotype. In agreement with this, it is reported that mice with resting memory CD4+ T cells had faster tumour growth.39 Instead, recent evidence suggested that the resting CD4+ T cells can be converted to regulatory T cells that promote tumour immune escape in target tissues.40 42 The abundance scores produced by MCP-counter showed abundance of cytotoxic lymphocytes, natural killer (NK) cells, myeloid dendritic cells (a major stimulator of T cells) and normal peritoneal fibroblasts were significantly lower in the diffuse phenotype (figure 5D). Together, our data suggested that tumour cells might have reprogrammed the TME to facilitate PC progression.

Figure 3  The clonal and subclonal architecture inferred in peritoneal carcinomatosis (PC) specimens reflecting the complexity of intratumour heterogeneity. (A) Patterns of clonal and subclonal architecture inferred. Kernel density plots of variant allele frequency (VAF) across regions with copy number one, two, three or four, posterior predictive densities summed over all clusters for copy number neutral variants and posterior predictive densities for each cluster/component in 15 ascites samples with matched normal. (B) VAFs plotted vs read depth for each of the four copy number regions for three representative samples: IP-010–1, IP-022 and IP-031. Mutations in biologically important genes are labelled.
Figure 4  Transcriptome profiling of peritoneal carcinomatosis (PC) specimens—enriched signalling pathways and differentially expressed genes (DEGs) associated with disease aggressiveness. (A) GSEA pathway analysis showing enriched signalling pathways by histological subtypes (e.g., gastric vs adenocarcinoma of esophageal and gastric junction (AEG)) for all PC specimens together, PC specimens with higher tumour cell percentages and those with lower tumour cell percentages, respectively (top track). Each row represents a MSigDB Hallmark pathway. The size of the filled circle reversely reflects the FDR q-values, the bigger the circle the smaller the q-value. NES, normalised enrichment score. The colour tone of NES indicates the direction of enrichment, with warm colour denotes positive enrichments and cold colour denotes negative enrichment. (B) The DEGs identified in G3 diffuse against G2 intestinal subtypes. Dashed line indicates a cut-off of FDR q-value ≤0.01. Genes that are above the dashed line with a fold change≥2, cancer related or biologically important are labelled by their names in the volcano plot. (C) The DEGs identified in gastric against AEG subtypes of PC specimens. (D) The DEGs identified in signet-ring cell (SRC) vs NOS subtypes in all PC specimens together (left), PC specimens with higher (middle), or lower tumour cell percentage (right), respectively.
Immune profiling of PC specimens identified novel targets for immunotherapy

We performed a more comprehensive immune profiling of specimens using our curated immune gene panel including markers for antigen presentation, B/T/macrophage/NK/MDSC cell lineages, co-stimulatory and co-inhibitory immune check-point and receptors, cytolytic activity and activating cytokines (figure 6A). Unsupervised hierarchical clustering of immune...
Figure 6 Immune profiling of peritoneal carcinomatosis (PC) specimens identified novel immune checkpoint targets. (A) Profiling of PC specimens using a curated panel of immune-related genes. Unsupervised hierarchical clustering was performed on the normalised RNA expression data of these immune-related genes. (B) Dual immunofluorescent staining of TIM-3 and PCNA, a known tumour cell nuclear proliferating antigen in PC specimen. (anti-TIM-3 antibody was from Cell Signaling Technology, Danvers, Massachusetts, USA, 1:200; anti-PCNA antibody was from Cell Signaling Technology, 1:200). Representative images of expression of TIM-3 in red and PCNA in green of two patients are shown. Scale bar: 25 μm.
gene expression data separated PC specimens into two main groups: T-cell exclusive and T-cell exhausted. The T-cell exclusive subtype exhibited low expression level of CD8 T-cell marker CD8A, cytolytic markers GZMA, GZMB, PRF1, IFNG, checkpoint inhibitors and other immune-related genes. In contrast, the T-cell exhausted subtype had high expression of most of the immune-related genes, particularly CD8A, cytolytic markers GZMA, GZMB, PRF1, pan-macrophage marker CD68 and M2 marker CD163. While the expression of PD-1, PD-L1/2, CTLA-4, LAG-3, IDO1, TIGIT was low in all specimens. Instead, the immune checkpoint TIM-3, its ligand galectin-9 and VISTA were highly expressed in the T-cell exhausted subtype, as well as TGF-β1 suggesting an immune suppressive micro-environment. To examine TIM-3 expression at protein level, we performed dual immunofluorescent staining of TIM-3 and proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) and confirmed a high expression of TIM-3 (figure 6B). Interestingly, TIM-3 was expressed on both immune cells and some PC cells. Together, we note novel immunotherapy targets, particularly for the T-cell exhausted phenotype of PC specimens.

**Integrative classification of PCs identified ‘mesenchymal-like’ and ‘epithelial-like’ subtypes associated with response**

We profiled the expression signatures of key signalling pathways involved in GAC as documented in our review paper, including the epithelial mesenchymal transition (EMT), TGF-β, Wnt, Hippo, hedgehog, stemness, hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF1), amp activated protein kinase (AMPK), chromatin remodelling pathways and the proliferation signature (online supplementary figure S7). The most significant DEGs of each pathway were then selected and their normalised expression data were used for unsupervised clustering of the PC specimens, together with the profiles of somatic mutation, CNA, and immune composition (figure 7A).

The integrative clustering of specimens identified three groups—‘mesenchymal-like (M), ‘epithelial-like, a (E.a)’ and ‘epithelial-like, b (E.b)’ with distinct features (figure 7B). Compared with the E subtypes, the M subtype had higher expression of mesenchymal signature genes (VIM and EMP3) and TGF-β pathway genes (ENG and TGFβ1), lower expression of epithelial markers, more frequent KMT2C mutation, less frequent mutation of TP53 and CDH1, a lower level of CIN, increased proportion of fibroblasts and cytolytic cells (online supplementary figure S8), a T-cell exhausted phenotype, with significantly elevated expression of TGFB1, and immune checkpoint TIM-3, its ligand galectin-9 and VISTA. The two E subgroups exhibited similar profiles in somatic mutation, CNA, and TME with differences in expression of VIM, EMP3, TGFβ1, APOE and TIM-3 (figure 7A-B). We further correlated the molecular-based classification of PC specimens with the patient prognosis and as expected, no significance was observed as all patients in this cohort had a short survival. We observed significant difference in response to post-PC therapy between the M and E subgroups (figure 7C). Patients with an E genotype were more responsive than the M genotype (E:60%, E:75% vs M:31%), while no correlation was noted between the phenotypes and response. This observation needs validation in a larger cohort.

**DISCUSSION**

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to comprehensively characterise the genomic/immune landscape of PC cells from patients with GAC. Our study provides novel insights into PC’s molecular landscape and identified novel targets for potential exploitation. The significance of these findings can only be explained in the clinical context of our patients who have suffered enormously from PC and the glaring paucity of effective therapeutic options we have for them. In the clinic, the patients with advanced GAC (including those with PC) have the tumour tissue assessed for three biomarkers (Her2 that is over-expressed in ~10% and when positive, the use of trastuzumab has a marginal benefit, microsatellite status, however, MSI high status is very rare in patients with advanced GAC, and PD-L1 expression in tumour/immune cells but the anti-PD-1 or anti-PD-L1 therapy has marginal effect). Then another serious issue is that the higher the line of therapy (eg, third-line or fourth-line therapy), the less effective it is but more resistant becomes the cancer and more symptomatic as well as physically deteriorated is the patient. Thus, the current armamentarium to treat patients with advanced GAC is highly deficient. Our results, in this context provide a detailed view of advanced GAC in a molecular dimension that has been lacking.

Analysis of PC specimens revealed shared mutations with the primary GACs in common cancer drivers including TP53, ATM, RHOA, CDH1 and KMT2C, but with distinct mutational profiles. For example, inactivating CDH1 and TAF1 mutations are more frequent in PC cells versus primary and associated with aggressive diffused phenotype. Intriguingly, all CDH1 mutations were clonal and they had a higher VAF than that of TP53 in more than half of the specimens with both gene mutations, indicating that they are initiating mutations acquired in early stage of the disease. All CDH1 mutations in this study were co-occurring with mutation of TP53, and TAF1 mutation in a subset. TAF1 protein phosphorylates p53 during G1 cell cycle progression and is considered as a member of p53 signalling pathway. Earlier evidence suggested that the loss of CDH1 is only beneficial to cancer cells with abnormal p53 pathway. Therefore, the co-occurrence of TP53 and CDH1 mutations is less likely an accidental phenomenon; instead, they might have been under positive selection during GAC progression. The co-inactivation of CDH1, TAF1 and TP53 might be involved in PC development and progression. E-cadherin loss might create vulnerabilities with the potential to be targeted in the clinic. A most recent study demonstrated that loss of E-cadherin hyperactivates the insulin-like growth factor 1 receptor pathway, which can be targeted. Although, our entire cohort is small and only four patients had not received prior systemic therapy, our analyses showed no significant influence of prior therapy in the molecular patterns of PC samples. Clearly, more specimens will need to be analysed for a definite answer.

Additionally, we identified unique genomic alterations in aggressive phenotype: more frequent mutation of TP53, CDH1, TAF1, and KMT2C. We identified a number of DEGs that are associated with disease aggressiveness, such as LIF, REG3A, CYP2W1 and FAMB3C. Further functional studies and validation of these unique genes in aggressive phenotypes are under investigation. Analysis of CNA in PC samples, revealed increased ploidy and CIN, and uncovered unique gains or losses in aggressive phenotype, such as amplification of 20q that encompasses oncogenes Src, PTK6 and SRMS were exclusively observed in the diffused/SRC phenotype. By integration with RNA-seq data, we noted that the expression these genes (eg, SRMS) was also upregulated in more aggressive phenotype. Interestingly, these oncogenes are non-receptor tyrosine kinases and have been reported to involve in cancer progression and metastases. These tyrosine kinases are worth exploring in PC as their inhibitors are already in clinical trials (eg, NCT02389309).
Figure 7  Integrative clustering of clinical, genomic and expression features of peritoneal carcinomatosis (PC) specimens defines three molecular phenotypes that correlated with post-PC chemotherapy response. (A) Heatmap of histopathological and molecular features of three defined clusters. Top track: molecular phenotypes: M, ‘mesenchymal-like’ phenotype; E.a, ‘epithelial-like’ phenotype a; E.b, ‘epithelial-like’ phenotype b. Heatmap showing normalised expression values in FPKM for 32 most variable differentially expressed genes (DEGs) selected from 7 key signalling pathways. The asterisk indicates statistically significant difference between M and E phenotypes (*p<0.05; **p<0.01). Fisher’s exact test and non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test were used to calculate p values. (B) Genomic and molecular characteristics of three molecular subgroups. CIN, chromosomal instability; CN, copy number; exp, expression. (C) Correlation of defined molecular phenotypes with post-PC chemotherapy response. Compared with the epithelial phenotypes (E.a and E.b), the mesenchymal phenotype is less likely respond to chemotherapy. P value was calculated by the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test. Chemo, chemotherapy.
and NCT01015222). A limitation of our study is that we could not assess the corresponding primary GACs because all PC specimens were collected during a therapeutic procedure, collection of primary tumour was not clinically justifiable and patients with PC who are quite ill cannot be subjected to a non-standard invasive procedure. Another deficiency is that the timing of collection cannot be planned and are clinical context dependent.

The two E genotypes are genomically and chromosomally more unstable than the M genotype. Notably, no correlation was observed between phenotypes and genotypes, E subtypes were more responsive to therapy consistent with prior observation.54 The M subtype had high expression of TGF-β1, and immune checkpoint TIM-3, its ligand galectin-9, and another immune checkpoint VISTA, high proportion of monocyties, increased proportion of M2 macrophage, and enriched abundance of fibroblast in the TME, thus uncovering novel targets for immunotherapy. Although several studies have demonstrated that TIM-3, its ligand galectin-9 and VISTA are dysregulated in GAC tumour tissues and pointed their potential clinical implication,52–56 there are some limitations to these studies due to the study design and was limited to primary tumour tissues and PC cells were not included. However, our discovery on TIM-3/galectin-9 and other immune suppression molecules-VISTA and TGF-β1 were derived from a comprehensive profiling of patients’ PC samples. Therefore, targeting these immune checkpoint-TIM-3/galectin-9, VISTA and TGF-β1 could be particularly promising for M subtype of patients with PC. We acknowledge that more cases need to be studied to understand if the location of primary has a definite influence on molecular profiling of PC. In addition, comparison of PC specimen with primary specimen from the same patient would be of considerable interest. Finally, emerging technologies such as circulating tumour DNA will need to be evaluated simultaneously.

In summary, our analyses have uncovered unique mutational landscape, CNAs, and gene expression profiles in PC cells and molecularly defined different phenotypes. Novel targets have been emerged. Our results should widely stimulate analysis of many more patients with GAC and PC and doing so will lead to uncovering of enormous wealth of new knowledge to much better understand the biology of PC to develop more effective therapies through rational clinical trials.
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